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Abstract

Optical spectroscopy is one of the most important fundamental scientific techniques.
It has been widely adopted in physics, chemistry, biology, medicine and many other
research fields. However, the size and weight of a spectrometer as well as the diﬃculty
to align and maintain it have long limited spectroscopy to be a laboratory-only procedure. With the recent advancement in semiconductor electronics and photonics,
miniaturized spectrometers have been introduced to complete many tasks in daily
life where mobility and portability are necessary. This thesis focuses on the study
of several photonic crystal (PC) nano-structures potentially suitable for miniaturized
on-chip spectrometer designs.
Chapter 1 briefly introduces the concept of PCs and their band structures. By
analyzing the band structure, the origin of the superprism eﬀect is explained. Defectbased PC nano-cavities are also discussed, as well as a type of coupled cavity waveguides (CCW) composed of PC nano-cavities. Chapter 2 is devoted to the optimization
of a flat-band superprism structure for spectroscopy application using numerical simulations. Chapter 3 reports a fabricated broad-band superprism and the experimental

xii

characterization of its wavelength resolving performance. In chapter 4, the idea of
composing a miniature spectrometer based on a single tunable PC nano-cavity is
proposed. The rest of this chapter discusses the experimental study of this design.
Chapter 5 examines the slow-light performance of a CCW and discusses its potential
application in slow-light interferometry. Chapter 6 serves as a conclusion of this thesis
and proposes directions for possible future work to follow up.
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1

Introduction

1.1

A brief historical perspective

The beginning of spectroscopy dated back to the 1600s when Isaac Newton conducted
his famous experiments on light’s dispersion though a prism. In his book Opticks [1],
Newton first applied the word “spectrum” to describe the rainbow of colors generated
by sun light passing through a glass prism, which can be considered as the earliest
form of a “spectrometer”. Joseph Fraunhofer developed the first prism spectroscope
in the year of 1814. Even in modern days, prism spectroscopes are still found in use
for education purpose in various circumstances. He later replaced the prism with
a diﬀraction grating which enhanced the spectral resolution of a spectroscope and
made the measurement of absolute wavelength possible. Since then, spectroscopy
has evolved into a complicated and systematic methodology for modern scientific
researches. Along its evolution, the spectrometers have also taken various forms:

2

prisms, gratings, or interferometers, etc. While advanced high-resolution table top
spectrometers play an important role in many laboratories today, they are often bulky
and diﬃcult to maintain for out-of-lab usage, e.g., real time chemical identification
in battle fields, drug and explosive detections in airports, fast analysis of possible
air pollutions at a fire scene, or in wearable medical devices and smart devices, etc.
These applications demand the miniaturization of spectrometers.

(a)

(b)

Input slit

Grating

Detector array

Input slit
Focusing mirror
Grating

Collimating mirror

Focusing mirror

Detector array

Collimating mirror

Figure 1.1: (a), Schematics of a Czerny-Turner miniature spectrometer. Light
entering from the slit is collimated by a concave mirror before reaching the
diﬀraction grating. Diﬀracted light is focused by a second concave mirror onto
a detector array. (b), a crossed Czerny-Turner configuration.

Many early miniature spectrometers are simply scaled down from their classical
table top counterparts to achieve portability at a cost of resolutions. One example is
the Czerny-Turner configuration spectrometer [2] as shown in Fig. 1.1(a), where the
miniaturization is achieved by folding the optical path through reflections by mirrors.
This type of miniature spectrometer relies on a diﬀraction grating to work and requires
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a certain free propagation distance of the light since collimation of the beam and
focusing are needed. The size of such a device is limited by the radii of the mirrors and
the area of the grating: if the mirrors and the grating are too small, the performance
deteriorates due to the diﬀraction at these small apertures [3]. The dimension of a
Czerny-Turner miniature spectrometer is typically of the order of 10 cm. The form
factor can be further reduced by adopting the crossed Czerny-Turner configuration
as shown in Fig. 1.1(b), but the weight of the device does not reduce by much since
it contains the same number of optical elements. For outer space applications, cost
is directly related to the weight of the cargo a rocket carries. In addition, weight
is also an important factor for the design of wearable medical devices and consumer
electronic products with spectroscopy functions. Thus, further miniaturizations of a
spectrometer is desirable. Thanks to the advancement in semiconductor fabrication
technology and nano-photonics, various types of on-chip integrated spectrometers are
developed in recent decades [4–14]. One of the most widely used configuration is the
arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) [5, 6, 13, 14] spectrometer, the schematics of which
is shown in Fig. 1.2. When light is incident on a conventional grating at an angle
“θi ”, the nth order diﬀraction occurs when the phase diﬀerence between light from
adjacent slits/reflectors is 2nπ and “n” is an integer. The diﬀraction angle “θn ” can
be determined from the grating equation:
d(sin θi + sin θn ) = nλ

(1.1)

where λ is the wavelength of light in vacuum. In an AWG, the phase diﬀerence
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is produced by the diﬀerent lengths of the waveguides which are fabricated using
high index materials. The lengths of the waveguides are typically of the order of
several millimeters. This type of design eliminates the need for collimation/focusing
optics since light is always guided inside waveguides. Moreover, AWGs fabricated on
semiconductor chips can be readily integrated into large scale photonic circuits and
electronic products.

(a)

0th order

1st order

(b)

Waveguide array
∆φ = 2̟

Diffraction
grating

Incident light

∆φ = 2̟

Input waveguide

Output waveguides

Figure 1.2: (a), A conventional binary transmitting diﬀraction grating. At the
nth order diﬀraction angle, the phase diﬀerence between light from adjacent
slits is 2nπ. (b), Schematics of an AWG. The phase diﬀerence between light
from adjacent waveguides is caused by diﬀerent propagation distances.

Another intriguing candidate for the miniaturization of spectrometers are the photonic crystals (PCs) [15–22]. Due to their unique optical properties and small footprint, PCs provide one more possible approach to tackle this problem. The purpose
of this thesis is to report my research works on PC superprism and PC nano-cavity
structures and their applications in miniature spectrometer designs. The details of
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PC structures’ optical properties are introduced in the next section.

1.2
1.2.1

Photonic crystals (PCs)
General background

Photonic crystals (PCs) are periodic dielectric patterns with feature sizes comparable
to the wavelength of light. Such a strong modulation of the dielectric constant within
the medium results in banded features in the dispersion relation of a PC, much like
what a real crystal does to an electron giving rise to the electronic energy bands.
Only light within certain frequency bands can propagate inside a PC. Between the
bands, there are the photonic band gaps [23–25].
There are many naturally occurring PCs, for example, the colorful wings of butterflies, the iridescent feathers of peacocks or the beautiful opals found in rings, necklaces
and earrings. Lord Rayleigh did the first studies on the propagation of electromagnetic waves in one-dimensional periodic dielectric stacks in 1887 [26]. In 1987, Eli
Yablonovitch and Sajeev John [16, 17] adopted the word “crystal” in their work to
describe 3-D periodic dielectric structures. In 1989, the name “photonic crystal”
was formally introduced by Yablonovitch in his work “Photonic band structure: The
face-centered-cubic case” [27].
Depending on the dimensionality of the periodicity, there are 1-D, 2-D and 3-D
PCs as shown in Fig. 1.3 One example of a 1-D PC is a multilayer thin film stack
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.3: Schematics of an 1-D (a), 2-D (b) and 3-D (c) photonic crystals.

which is widely used in the making of Bragg mirrors. The high-reflectivity wavelength
region of such a mirror is the band gap of the 1-D PC.
A 2-D PC has more intriguing optical properties due to the increase in the dimensionality. The most common form of a 2-D PC studied in literatures is PC slabs.
A PC slab is composed of a piece of dielectric slab with a periodic pattern of air
holes etched through the slab. The air holes provide a 2-D periodic modulation of the
dielectric constant in the plane and supported modes are confined by index guiding in
the third direction. Near the photonic band edge of a 2-D PC, the dispersion relation
of light can diﬀer significantly from that of a homogeneous medium. Such an eﬀect
can lead to many unconventional optical properties, e.g., negative refraction [28–34],
self-collimation [35, 36], superprism eﬀect [37–40], etc. Although these eﬀects can be
observed in 3-D PCs, the fabrication procedure of 3-D PC structures proves to be
considerably more challenging than that of a 2-D PC [41, 42], while the addition of a
third dimension does not benefit all applications. In this thesis, all the work are done
in silicon 2-D PC slabs.
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1.2.2

Maxwell equations in PCs

To better describe the propagation of light in the PCs, we introduce a brief theoretical
discussion in this section. The behavior of light in dielectric materials is governed by
the Maxwell equations [43]:
∇ ⋅ D(r, t) = ρ(r, t)
∂D(r, t)
= J(r, t)
∂t
∂B(r, t)
∇ × E(r, t) +
=0
∂t

∇ × H(r, t) −

(1.2)

∇ ⋅ B(r, t) = 0.
The electric field E(r, t) and the electric displacement field D(r, t) are related by:
D(r, t) = ϵ(r, t)ϵ0 E(r, t),

(1.3)

where ϵ(r, t) is the dielectric constant distribution in the PC, ϵ0 = 8.85 × 10−12 F/m
is the vacuum permittivity. Similarly, the magnetic induction field B(r, t) and the
magnetic field H(r, t) are related by:
H(r, t) = µ(r, t)µ0 B(r, t),

(1.4)

where µ(r, t) is the relative permeability and µ0 = 4π × 107 H/m the vacuum permeability. The physical quantities ρ(r, t) and J(r, t) are the free charge and electric
current densities. We assume that the PC is composed of dielectric materials which
do not change over time, then ϵ(r, t), µ(r, t) are reduced to ϵ(r), µ(r). In addition,
most PC structures are fabricated from materials with a relative permeability close
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to unity. Therefor, it is reasonable to assume that µ(r) = 1. We also assume there are
no charges and electric currents in the PC, i.e., ρ(r, t) = 0, J(r, t) = 0. Under these
assumptions, Eq. 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 can be rewritten as:
∇ ⋅ [ϵ(r)E(r, t)] = 0
∂E(r, t)
=0
∂t
∂H(r, t)
∇ × E(r, t) + µ0
=0
∂t

∇ × H(r, t) − ϵ(r)ϵ0

(1.5)

∇ ⋅ H(r, t) = 0.
Writing the electric and magnetic fields in their harmonic modes:
E(r, t) = E(r) exp(−iωt),

(1.6)

H(r, t) = H(r) exp(−iωt),

(1.7)

the two curl equations in Eq. 1.5 become:
∇ × H(r) = −iωϵ0 ϵ(r)E(r),

(1.8)

∇ × E(r) = iωµ0 H(r).

(1.9)

Divide both sides of Eq. 1.8 by ϵ(r) and take the curl, then substitute Eq. 1.9 into
it, we have:
∇×(

1
ω 2
∇ × H(r)) = ( ) H(r).
ϵ(r)
c

(1.10)

If we define an operator Θ̂ as:
Θ̂ = ∇ × (

1
∇×) ,
ϵ(r)

(1.11)
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Eq. 1.10 turns into:
ω 2
Θ̂H(r) = ( ) H(r).
c

(1.12)

This is an eigenvalue problem, where H(r) is the eigenfunction with an eigenvalue
of (ω/c)2 . Generally speaking, there are no analytical solutions to this equation in a
PC structure and computer aided numerical methods are used to seek H(r) [44].

1.2.3
(a)

Bloch theorem
(b)

y

ky
b2

a2

b1

a1

First Brillouin zone

kx

x

Figure 1.4: (a), Schematics of a 2-D square lattice PC. a1 = ax̂ and a2 = aŷ
are the two primitive lattice vectors. (b), The corresponding reciprocal lattice
and primitive vectors. ∣b1 ∣ = ∣b2 ∣ = 2π/a. The red area shows the first Brillouin
zone.

Figure 1.4(a) shows a 2-D square lattice PC where a1 = ax̂ and a2 = aŷ are the
two primitive lattice vectors. The corresponding reciprocal lattice in the k-space is
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shown in Fig. 1.4(b), with the two reciprocal vectors defined as:
2π
x̂
a
2π
b2 =
ŷ.
a
b1 =

(1.13)

The dielectric constant is periodic in the two directions of a1 and a2 . Consequently, if the PC is shifted along a vector
R = ma1 + na2

(1.14)

where “m” and “n” are integers, it is still the same structure. Define a translation
operator T̂r that shifts a function by r, i.e., T̂r f (r0 ) = f (r0 − r) the above statement
can be mathematically expressed as:
T̂R ϵ(r) = ϵ(r − R) = ϵ(r).

(1.15)

It can be shown that a plane wave exp(ik ⋅ r) is an eigenfunction of T̂R with an
eigenvalue exp(−ik ⋅ R):
T̂R exp(ik ⋅ r) = exp[ik ⋅ (r − R)] = exp(−ik ⋅ R) exp(ik ⋅ r).

(1.16)

Note that for any plane waves with wave vectors of k′ = k + lb1 + pb2 where l, p are
integers, the eigenvalue is the same:
T̂R exp(ik′ ⋅ r) = exp(−ik′ ⋅ R) exp(ik′ ⋅ r)
= exp(−ik ⋅ R) exp(−2lmπi − 2npπi) exp(ik′ ⋅ r)
= exp(−ik ⋅ R) exp(ik′ ⋅ r)

(1.17)
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due to the definition of b1 and b2 . Moreover, the operators T̂R and Θ̂ commute,
that is, [T̂R , Θ̂] = 0, or
T̂−1
R Θ̂T̂R = Θ̂.

(1.18)

This can be proved by applying the left side of Eq. 1.18 on an eigenfunction H(r) of
Θ̂:
−1
T̂−1
R Θ̂T̂R H(r) = T̂R Θ̂H(r − R)

= T̂−1
R∇×(

1
∇ × H(r − R))
ϵ(r)

=∇×(

1
∇ × H(r))
ϵ(r + R)

=∇×(

1
∇ × H(r))
ϵ(r)

(1.19)

= Θ̂H(r).
Since [T̂R , Θ̂] = 0, the operators T̂R and Θ̂ have simultaneous eigenfunctions. Note
that the set of plane waves exp[i(k + lb1 + pb2 ) ⋅ r] are eigenfunctions of T̂R with a
degenerate eigenvalue of exp(−ik ⋅ R), it follows that the eigenfunction of Θ̂, which
is also an eigenfunction of T̂R , can be expressed as a linear combination of the plane
wave set specified by k = kx x̂ + ky ŷ:
Hk (r) = ∑ ckx ,l exp [i (kx + l
l,p

2π
2π
) x] dky ,p exp [i (ky + p ) y]
a1
a2

= exp(ikx x) exp(iky y) ∑ ckx ,l exp (i
l,p

2πl
2πp
x) dky ,p exp (i
y)
a
a

(1.20)

= exp(ik ⋅ r)uk (r)
where ckx ,l and dky ,p are expansion coeﬃcients. It can be shown that uk is a periodic
function that has the same periodicity as ϵ(r):
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uk (r + R) = ∑ ckx ,l exp (i
l,p

2πl
2πp
x + i2lmπ) dky ,p exp (i
y + i2pnπ)
a
a

(1.21)

= uk (r).
This is known as the “Bloch theorem”, which states that the eigenfunction of a
periodic system is a “Bloch state” that can be written as a product of a plane wave
and a periodic function. By examining Eq. 1.21, one can find that the Bloch state
stays unchanged if the wave vector k is replaced by k′ = k + lb1 + pb2 . It follows that
the eigenvalue (ω/c)2 is identical for k and k′ . Therefor, ω(k) is a periodic function in
the k-space with periods given by the reciprocal vectors b1 and b2 . In the reciprocal
lattice, the area determined by ∣kx ∣ < π/a and ∣ky ∣ < π/a is named the “first Brillouin
zone”. Although we only treated a simple square lattice here, it can be generalized
to any 2-D and 3-D periodic structures in a similar manner as introduced here.

1.3

Superprism eﬀect in a PC

Due to the banded structure of the dispersion relation in a PC, the direction of light’s
group velocity can change rapidly with its frequency in certain regions near the photonic band edge. Compared to a conventional prism which changes the direction of
light’s phase velocity upon refraction, this type of group velocity dispersion in PCs
can happen within small propagation distance and result in a much larger angular
change. This eﬀect is named as “superprism eﬀect” and studies have shown that it
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is a promising candidate for constructing compact on-chip spectrometers or demultiplexers [45–48]. The mechanics behind the superprism eﬀect can be illustrated with
the aid of the equi-frequency contours (EFCs). The EFCs are the contours of the two
dimensional dispersion relation function ω(kx , ky ). In an isotropic medium, where the
direction of propagation is of no importance, the dispersion relation reduces to ω(∣k∣)
which depends only on the magnitude of the wave vector. When the isotropy is broken, the EFCs prove to be a powerful tool to solve certain types of light propagation
problems.

1.3.1

Refraction in terms of EFCs

Consider a case shown in Fig. 1.5(a) where a beam of light with a frequency ω1 is
incident on a dielectric medium with a refractive index n from vacuum. We choose
the plane of incidence as the x − y plane. In vacuum, the 2-D dispersion relation is
√
2
2
ω1 (kx1 , ky1 ) = c kx1
+ ky1

(1.22)

and that of the dielectric medium is
√
2
2
ω2 (kx2 , ky2 ) = c kx2
+ ky2
/n

(1.23)

In the kx − ky − ω coordinates, these functions are plotted as two cones. The corresponding EFCs are two sets of concentric circles, as shown in Fig. 1.5(b). The
magnitude and direction of the wave vector k2 can be determined from k1 using the
EFCs as follows. When the light travels through the interface, the conservation of
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n = 1.5
n=1

ky

Dielectric
medium

(b)

Vacuum

(a)

k2

ω2= ω1
kx

kk1
ω1

Figure 1.5: (a), Refraction of light at the interface between a dielectric medium
and vacuum. The refractive index of the dielectric medium is n = 1.5. (b), an
analysis of the refraction using EFCs. The EFCs of vacuum and the medium
are plotted in the k space, separated by the kx axis. k1 and k2 are the wave
vectors in vacuum and the dielectric medium, respectively. To obtain k2 from
k1 , note that the conservation of energy requires that ω2 = ω1 . On the other
hand, the boundary conditions state that kx2 = kx1 . It follows that a dashed line
kx = kx1 intersects the EFC ω2 = ω1 at a point which is the end point of k2 .
energy requires that the frequency should not change, i.e. ω2 = ω1 . Thus, the end
point of the vector k2 must lie on the contour ω2 = ω1 . Mathematically, combining
√
√
2
2
2
2
equation 1.22 and 1.23, it follows that kx2
+ ky2
+ ky1
= n kx1
. The boundary conditions require a continuous kx component along the interface. The direction of k2
can be determined by finding an appropriate point on the contour ω2 = ω1 which satisfies the condition kx2 = kx1 . It is simple to verify that the direction of the refracted
light determined by this method agrees with the Snell’s law.
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1.3.2

Superprism in terms of EFCs

While the refraction problem described in last section can be easily solved by using
the Snell’s law, there is no alternative simple math formula when treating problems
involving refraction at the surface of a PC. However, a band diagram of a PC can
be calculated with numerical methods. Once the EFCs are known from the band
diagram, the Bloch vectors of light inside the PC can be determined by taking into
account the conservation of energy and the boundary condition as described in the
previous section. In this section, EFCs in a PC are used to depict the superprism
eﬀect.
Assume two beams of light at the same frequency with wave vectors k1 and k2
along slightly diﬀerent directions are propagating in a bulk medium before entering
a PC region. Note that the definition of group velocity is vg = ∇k ω(k). It follows
that the direction of the group velocity is normal to the EFCs. In the bulk medium,
the group velocities are collinear with the wave vectors since the EFCs are circles as
shown in Fig. 1.6(c). Figure 1.6(d) shows the EFCs of the PC in the upper half of
the first Brillouin zone calculated using plane wave expansion algorithm (MPB, [44]).
The Bloch vectors k′1 and k′2 of the two beams inside the PC can be determined as
described in the previous section. The angle between the two Bloch vectors is still
small. However, the group velocities of the two beams are along two much diﬀered
directions. The superprism phenomenon arises from the drastic change in the group
velocity along a non-circular EFC. Since the wave packet of a beam propagates along
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(b)

ky

(a)

kx
(d)

(e)
v'g1

vg1
k'1

k2

PC
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vg2

v'g2

k'2
Bulk medium

k1

v'g1
v'g2

k2
k1

Bulk medium

(c)

ω1
ω2

Figure 1.6: (a), Schematic diagram of a 2-D PC slab with a square lattice; (b),
the EFCs of the PC in the first Brillouin zone; (c), the EFCs of an isotropic bulk
medium. Two beams with wave vectors k1 and k2 propagate along the directions
of their group velocities v1 and v2 , respectively. Since the EFCs are concentric
circles, the group velocity of either beam is collinear with the wave vector of the
beam. (d), superprism eﬀect of beams with diﬀerent incidence angles. Inside
the PC region, the group velocity of a beam is no longer collinear with the Bloch
wave vector. The directions of v1 and v2 diﬀer by a larger amount than those
of k1 and k2 do. (e), superprism eﬀect of beams with diﬀerent frequencies.
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its group velocity, the two beams travel at very diﬀerent directions and can be spatially
separated after a short distance.
A similar analysis proves that instead of diﬀerent angles of incidence, a small
frequency change can also alter vg greatly due to the strong angular group velocity dispersion near the band edge, as shown in Fig. 1.6(e). Therefor, two beams
with slightly diﬀerent frequencies can be separated after propagating in the PC for a
short distance. In this way, the superprism eﬀect serves as a tool to resolve spectral
components in a beam.

1.3.3

Negative diﬀraction in a PC

Aside from the superprism eﬀect, the EFCs is also a convenient approach to illustrate
the negative diﬀraction in a PC [49]. The phenomenon of normal diﬀraction can
be analyzed using the angular-spectrum method. As shown in Fig. 1.7(a), a beam
of finite size can be decomposed into a spectrum of plane waves using the Fourier
transform at plane A. The spectrum contains a non-zero span of k vectors near a
center wave vector k0 . After a certain propagation distance, the beam profile at
plane B can be calculated through an inverse Fourier transform while taking into
account all the diﬀerent phase shifts acquired by each of the plane wave components.
In an isotropic bulk medium, a component with a wave vector k1 acquires a smaller
amount of phase shift than the k0 component since the projection of k onto the k0
direction is always smaller than k0 due to the concave shape of the circular EFCs, as
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k1
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k 1z - k 0 < 0
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Bulk medium

PC area
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Figure 1.7: Negative diﬀraction. (a), a beam of finite size propagating along the
z direction from plane A to plane B. Its angular spectrum contains a continuum
of k vectors centering on k0 . (b), the EFCs of an isotropic bulk medium. Since
the EFCs are concave, k1z − k0 < 0 for k1 ≠ k0 . (c), EFCs of a PC. In the region
where the contour is a convex curve, k1z − k0 > 0 for k1 ≠ k0 is true. (d), the
result of a FDTD simulation showing the eﬀect of negative diﬀraction. A beam
is preconditioned by free propagation in the bulk medium before it enters the
PC area. Inside the PC area, the beam is focused again due to the negative
diﬀraction.
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shown in Fig. 1.7(b). The phase diﬀerences between diﬀerent k1 components at plane
B lead to the diﬀraction eﬀect. In a PC, however, the opposite can happen at regions
where the EFCs are convex curves as shown in Fig. 1.7(c). The phase diﬀerence
between any k1 component and k0 plane wave has an opposite sign compared to that
in the bulk medium. When a beam already preconditioned through free propagation
in the bulk medium enters the PC, the phase diﬀerences between diﬀerent plane
waves will be reduced. The beam can be focused again after propagating in the PC
as shown in Fig. 1.7(d). Because of the EFCs in the PC are not exact convex circular
curves, this type of diﬀraction cancellation is not complete. Nonetheless, it oﬀers a
mechanism to reduce the beam sizes within the PC. When using the superprism eﬀect
to resolve spectral components in a beam, preconditioning is used to lower the cross
talk between diﬀerent channels [45, 46].

1.4

Defect-based PC nano-cavities and coupledcavity waveguides (CCWs)

The superprism eﬀect and the negative diﬀraction introduced in the previous section
are two phenomena that can happen when light is traveling inside the PC. For light
with frequencies in the photonic band gap, no propagation inside the PC is allowed.
However, if the periodicity of an otherwise perfect PC is broken by a local defect,
confined modes can exist at the defect in the photonic band gap. By purposely intro-
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ducing a defect into the PC, a nano-cavity of the size comparable to the wavelength
of light can be created [50]. A nano-cavity serves as an ultra-small filter under certain
configurations [51, 52] since it is only “transparent” to light within the peak of the
resonance in the frequency domain.
Among the many types of defect-based 2-D PC nano-cavities, the L-3 cavity is one
of the most widely studied due to its high Q/v ratio [53], where “v”is the mode volume.
An L-3 cavity is formed by removing three neighboring air holes in a hexagonal lattice
PC as shown in Fig. 1.8(a). Figure 1.8(b) shows the electric field profile (Ey ) of the
fundamental resonant mode. Light is confined by Bragg reflections in the PC plane
and by the total internal refection (TIR) in the third direction. Consequently, the
loss mechanism of an L-3 cavity can be categorized into in-plane loss and radiation
loss. The in-plane loss is generally caused by material absorption and disorders in the
PC including random fluctuations of air hole positions and irregular hole shapes due
to fabrication imperfections. It can be reduced by choosing a proper host material
and improving the fabrication procedure. Radiation loss, on the other hand, can be
reduced by engineering the spatial profile of the resonant mode through tuning the
positions and sizes of adjacent air holes [54]. To this date, a record Q factor of 2 × 106
has been reported in silicon nano-cavity [53].
When two or more identical nano-cavities are placed next to each other, light can
couple from one cavity to another. As shown in Fig. 1.8(c), a series of L-3 cavities
located along a straight line form a coupled-cavity waveguide (CCW) [55–57]. If the
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Figure 1.8: (a), An L-3 cavity. Three air holes are removed from a hexagonal
lattice PC. (b), the electric field profile (Ey ) of the fundamental resonant mode.
The mode is confined by Bragg reflection in all directions in the PC plane. (c), a
coupled-cavity waveguide (CCW) composed of a series of L-3 cavities. The dis√
tance between neighboring cavities is Λ = 2 3a where “a” is the lattice constant
of the PC. (d), dispersion profile predicted by the tight-binding approximation.
Only eﬀects from the nearest neighbors are considered. (e), group index as a
function of frequency. Near the center frequency ω0 , the curve shows a uniform
behavior.
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cavities are weakly coupled, the dispersion profile of the CCW can be qualitatively
described by the tight-binding approximation model developed in solid state physics
[55]. Specifically, the following two arguments are taken into account when seeking
the dispersion relation of the CCW: 1, for a periodic dielectric structure, the solution
to the Maxwell equations should also be periodic with the same period according to
the Bloch theorem; 2, since the coupling is weak, the electric field profile around each
cavity of the CCW is essentially the same as that of an isolated cavity. Under these
conditions, assuming the cavities are separated by a distance Λ in the x-direction,
the eigenmode of the CCW can be written as a linear combination of the eigenmodes
of isolated cavities:
ECCW (r, t) = exp(iωk t)ECCW (r)
(1.24)
= C exp(iωk t) ∑ exp(−inkΛ)E0 (r − nΛex )
n

where C is a normalization constant to ensure that ∫ ∣ECCW (r)∣2 d3 r = 1 and E0 (r)
is the normalized eigenmode of an isolated cavity located at the origin. Since both
ECCW (r) and E0 (r) are solutions of the Maxwell equations, they satisfy the following
relations:
∇ × ∇ × ECCW (r) = ϵ(r)

ωk2
ECCW (r),
c2

(1.25)

ω02
E0 (r),
c2

(1.26)

∇ × ∇ × E0 (r) = ϵ0 (r)

where ϵ(r) is the dielectric constant profile of the CCW, ϵ0 (r) that of an isolated
cavity sitting at the origin, and ω0 the resonant frequency of an isolated cavity. To
get the dispersion relation ωk (k), one can apply E∗0 (r) on both sides of equation
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1.25 and take the inner product by integrating over the entire space, then substitute
equations 1.24 and 1.26 into it, the eigenvalue ωk can be expressed as:
ωk2 = ω02

1 + ∑n≠0 exp(−inkΛ)βn
,
1 + ∆α + ∑n≠0 exp(−inkΛ)αn

(1.27)

where αn , βn and ∆α are defined as:
αn = ∫ d3 rϵ(r)E∗0 (r)E0 (r − nΛex ),

n ≠ 0,

βn = ∫ d3 rϵ0 (r − nΛex )E∗0 (r)E0 (r − nΛex ),

n ≠ 0,

(1.28)

∆α = ∫ d3 r[ϵ(r) − ϵ0 (r)]E∗0 (r)E0 (r).
Similar to the discussion in section 1.2.3, the choice of the Bloch wavevector k is
limited to the first Brillouin zone ∣k∣ ≤ π/Λ. For weakly coupled high-Q cavities, the
resonant field profile of each cavity is tightly confined within the cavity area and the
overlapping of fields between neighboring cavities is small. Consequently, we can set
αn = 0, βn = 0 for all ∣n∣ > 1 and only keep the small interaction terms α±1 , β±1 .
The symmetry of the structure further indicates that α1 = α−1 and β1 = β−1 . The
dispersion relation can be calculated from equation 1.27 as:
1
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ω = ω0 [1 + 2β1 cos(kΛ)] 2 [1 + ∆α + 2α1 cos(kΛ)]
≈ ω0 [1 + β1 cos(kΛ)][1 − ∆α/2 − α1 cos(kΛ)]

(1.29)

≈ ω0 [1 − ∆α/2 − κ cos(kΛ)],
where κ = α1 − β1 . In addition, ∆α is a higher-order small quantity compared to α±1
and β±1 since ϵ(r) − ϵ0 (r) is non-zero only at areas that are located at least Λ away
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from the origin, where E0 (r) is small and ∣E0 (r)∣2 is a higher-order small quantity.
When ∆α is negligible, equation 1.29 turns into:
ωk ≈ ω0 [1 − κ cos(kΛ)].

(1.30)

Near the center frequency ω0 , the dispersion curve is approximately linear as shown
in Fig. 1.8(d). Note that the group velocity is defined as
vg = dω/dk ≈ ∆ω/∆k.

(1.31)

It follows that by reducing ∆ω and increasing ∆k, slow-light can be realized in a
CCW. In addition, the approximately linear dispersion curve also leads to a uniform
group index profile near the center frequency ω0 , as shown in Fig. 1.8(e). In chapter
5, we will investigate the application of CCWs in slow-light spectroscopy [58–61].
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2

The design of a flat-band PC
superprism

As described in section 1.3, when beams with slightly diﬀerent frequencies enter a
PC, the superprism eﬀect can take place and result in a large angular separation.
The two beams will separate over a short propagation distance in a 2-D PC slab.
This compactness is ideal for on-chip miniature spectrometer designs. Many previous
studies of the superprism eﬀect concentrated only on achieving an angular dispersion
as large as possible. However, large angular dispersion typically occurs only over a
very narrow range of frequencies near the photonic band-edge, and is highly frequency
dependent. Using such a superprism structure to construct a spectrometer would lead
to highly nonuniform channel spacing over a narrow working bandwidth.
On the contrary, an ideal spectrometer would possess uniform spectral resolution
over a large working bandwidth, i.e., would possess a flat-top dispersion profile. To
incorporate such an idea into the design of a superprism structure, we here propose a
new figure of merit (FOM), namely the angular-group-dispersion–bandwidth product
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(AGDBP) to quantitatively describe the spectroscopic performance of PC superprism
structures. Using this new metric, we perform an optimization of the geometry of
a two-dimensional parallelogram-lattice PC structure to achieve flat-band operation.
The spectral performance of one example of a superprism-based on-chip spectrometer
is further analyzed numerically using finite-diﬀerence time-domain (FDTD) simulations.

2.1

A quantitative analysis of the superprism effect

Section 1.3 provides a powerful tool to understand the superprism eﬀect: the EFCs.
In addition, EFCs also oﬀer a way to numerically study the strength of the superprism
eﬀect, once the band structure of a lattice is known. In this section, we first briefly
summarize the mathematical formula used to quantitatively describe the angular
dispersion performance of a given superprism PC structure with the aid of EFCs.
We start with a 2-D square-lattice PC structure as shown in the inset of Fig. 2.1,
where “a1 ” and “a2 ” are the primitive lattice vectors and r is the radius of each
air hole. We use a plane wave expansion analysis algorithm [44] to calculate the
bandstructure of such a PC. The host material is assigned to be a silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) wafer with a typical eﬀective index n = 2.83 in 2-D simulations for TE modes
near 1550 nm [62, 63]. The calculated EFC for the TE modes in the first Brillouin
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k1 δk ϕ
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1

Figure 2.1: Equi-frequency contours (EFCs) of a 2-D square lattice PC in the
first Brillouin zone.The light beam enters the PC region at an incidence angle
αinc and the “refraction” angle inside the PC region is labeled as αpc . Solid
arrows are the Bloch k vectors which also represent the direction of phase velocities of the beams. Dashed arrows are normal to the EFC contour, indicating
the directions of group velocities. Strong anisotropy leads to deviations of the
EFCs from perfect circles. Near the band edge in k-space, a small change in
frequency leads to a large directional variation in group velocity. Inset: the PC
structure in real space. a1 and a2 are the two primitive lattice vectors. The
radius of the air holes is r = 0.3a where a = ∣a1 ∣ is the lattice constant.
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zone are plotted in Fig. 2.1.
Assume that the interface between the PC and the incident slab medium is along
one lattice direction, denoted by a1 . To quantify the superprism eﬀect, define the
angular group dispersion (AGD), also sometimes referred to as the q factor [64] at a
frequency ω as follows:
q(αinc , ω) =

∂βg
∣ ,
∂ω αinc

(2.1)

where “αinc ” is the incidence angle from a slab medium with an eﬀective refractive
index nslab , and “βg ” denotes the angle between the group velocity vector and the kx axis. By definition, vg = ∇k ω(k), the value of βg can be obtained using the following
equation:
tan βg =

vgy ∂ω/∂ky
=
.
vgx ∂ω/∂kx

(2.2)

Since one can obtain the numerical values of the partial derivatives ∂ω/∂kx and
∂ω/∂ky by analyzing the calculated band structure, expression (2.1) can be rewritten
as follows:
q=

∂βg /∂k∣αinc
.
∂ω/∂k∣αinc

(2.3)

For light incident from a fixed direction, a frequency change δω leads to a change in
the Bloch wave vector k inside the PC as follows:
δk =

δω
ûϕ ,
dω/dkϕ

(2.4)

where “ûϕ ” is the unit vector along δk and “ϕ” is the angle between this vector and
the kx axis. Employing the boundary conditions at the interface and solving for ϕ,
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we have
tan ϕ = (

ω
∂ω
∂ω
−
)/
,
∣k∣ sin αphc ∂kx
∂ky

(2.5)

where “αphc ” is the eﬀective refraction angle of the incident field within the PC region.
This relation determines the direction of the derivatives in Eq. (2) that should be
taken, and the numerical values of q can eventually be determined using numerically
obtainable quantities as follows:

2

q=

2.2

2

2

2

∂ω ∂ ω
∂ω
∂ω ∂ ω
∂ ω ∂ω
( ∂k
− ∂∂kωx2 ∂k
) cos ϕ + ( ∂k
2 − ∂k ∂k ∂k ) sin ϕ
x ∂kx ∂ky
y
x ∂ky
x
y
y
∂ω
[ ∂k
x

cos ϕ +

∂ω
∂ky

∂ω 2
)
sin ϕ] [( ∂k
x

2
∂ω
+ ( ∂k
)
]
y

.

(2.6)

Lattice Structure Optimization

One major limitation of a square-lattice PC superprism structure is that its AGD
is highly frequency dependent, which leads to very narrow working bandwidth over
which the superprism eﬀect is appreciable and to very unevenly-spaced channel spacing.
For spectroscopic applications, one typically is concerned about how many uniformlydistributed spectral lines a spectrometer can resolve over the bandwidth of interest.
Such concern indicates that an ideal superprism spectrometer should have uniform
AGD over an extended working bandwidth. To take into account such considerations, we here propose a new figure of merit, namely the angular-group-dispersion–
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Figure 2.2: Geometric analysis of beam propagation in a general 2-D PC. (a),
the PC structure in coordinate space; θ and d are the two adjustable parameters;
(b), corresponding reciprocal lattice; k1 is perpendicular to a1 and k2 to a2 . (c),
EFC plot of the structure. The kx axis is chosen to be along the k2 direction.
bandwidth product (AGDBP) defined as follows:
P(ω0 ) = q(ω0 )∆ω.

(2.7)

Here q(ω0 ) is the AGD at a central frequency ω0 , and ∆ω is the frequency bandwidth
in the vicinity of ω0 within which the AGD varies less than 5% from q(ω0 ). To
optimize the PC structure to achieve a flat-band spectral performance, we generalize
the square PC lattice into a parallelogram lattice as shown in Fig. 2.2(a) and (b).
A parallelogram lattice can be described using several free parameters: the angle
θ between the two primitive lattice vectors a1 and a2 , and the distance d between
neighboring rows of air holes, and the radius of air holes r. For illustrative purposes,
we here choose to fix r at a typical value r = 0.3a and to optimize only the two
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Figure 2.3: Optimization results for obtaining a flat-band PC superprism. (a),
Maximum value of the angular-group-dispersion bandwidth product (AGDBP)
Pmax as a function of position in the two dimensional parameter space; (b),
Superprism factor q as a function of the normalized frequency ω plotted for
3 structures: ¬ Pmax = 0.839 rad, d = 0.9a1 , θ = 89○ ;  Pmax = 0.802 rad, d =
0.9a1 , θ = 83○ ; ® Pmax = 0.809 rad, d = 1.1a1 , θ = 88○ .
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parameters θ and d. Note that ∣a2 ∣ ≡ a2 = d/ cos θ.
For a given PC structure with a set of values for θ and d, we first calculate the
value of P for all possible incidence angle αinc as shown in Fig. 2.2(a) using the
procedure described in the previous section. We then select the maximum value Pmax
as the optimum AGDBP of the structure with the current set of θ and d. Considering
practical fabrication conditions, we here limit the value of d to be between 0.9a1 and
1.5a1 , and the value of θ between 90○ and 90○ − tan−1 (0.5a1 /d). Note that for a given
value of d, our scanning range of θ covers all possible geometries for all incidence
angles due to the symmetry and periodicity of the PC structures.
The optimum AGDBP Pmax is plotted in Fig. 2.3(a) as a function of θ and d.
Figure 2.3(b) shows the optimized AGD as a function of frequency for three diﬀerent
sets of optimized parameters as circled in Fig. 2.3(a). All three of these designs exhibit flat-band AGD over diﬀerent frequency ranges, and therefore can satisfy various
diﬀering needs for the working bandwidth.

2.3

Finite diﬀerence time domain (FDTD) simulation of a flat-band superprism

The spectral performance of an optimized superprism spectrometer is simulated using
finite-diﬀerence time-domain (FDTD) algorithms [65]. The lattice parameter of the
PC structure is chosen to be d = 0.9a1 , θ = 89○ , i.e., the structure ¬ marked in
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Fig. 2.3(b). The lattice constant is a1 to be 310 nm, which would set the center
wavelength at 1550 nm with a working bandwidth of approximately 80 nm.

(a)

outputs

input

preconditioning region

normalized spectral
flux transmittance (dB)

ch. 1 ch. 2 ch. 3 ch. 4 ch. 5 ch. 6 ch. 7 ch. 8

0

(b)

−10

−20

1500

1530

1560

1590

wavelength (nm)
Figure 2.4: (a) Schematic diagram of a flat-band superprism spectrometer; (b)
spectral transmission of the 8 channels that are evenly spaced over the working
bandwidth.

The schematic diagram of this spectrometer is shown in Fig. 2.4(a). The device
is composed of an adiabatically tapered input waveguide, a preconditioning freepropagation region (a slab waveguide) [46], a PC superprism region, a second freepropagation slab region, and a series of single-mode output waveguides corresponding
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to individual output channels. Light is launched into the structure from the input
waveguide. This input waveguide is adiabatically widened to an exit-width of 3.72 µm
in order to reduce the angular spatial frequency components of the input beam. The
preconditioning region is designed to be 140 µm long and has opposite sign in the
second-order diﬀraction coeﬃcient [49] as compared to that in the PC region. As
a result, the beam first diverges in the preconditioning region and then re-focuses
as it propagates within the PC region. The spacing between neighboring output
waveguides is approximately 3.5 µm. The output signals are coupled into 8 singlemode waveguides. Figure 2.4(b) shows the normalized spectral transmittance of the
8 channels. As predicted by the design, this device shows a very flat spectral response
over its designed working bandwidth, and the number of channels it can support is
approximately doubled as compared to previous designs [45–48]. The total PC area
is approximately 135 by 42 µm2 . The crosstalk of the device is primarily caused by
the aberration of the system and can be further reduced by optimizing the shape and
local lattice geometries of the PC region [66].
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3

Experimental study of a
flat-band silicon superprism

In the previous chapter, we developed a method to systematically optimize a superprism for a flat-band operation. Guided by the optimization results, we fabricated
several real devices on a piece of SOI wafer. In this chapter, the spectral performances
of these devices are characterized and discussed.

3.1

AGD in a PC superprsim

The 2-D eﬀective index of the host material introduced in section 2.1 was chosen
based on the specifications of typical SOI wafers with a 220-nm-thick silicon layer deposited on a 1-µm-thick silica layer. Since light in the silicon layer is confined by TIR
in the vertical direction, we improve the vertical index-guiding by removing the silica
substrate through under etching and achieve a symmetric index profile across the silicon membrane. We performed the bandstructure calculation and lattice optimization
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Figure 3.1: (a), Maximum value of the AGDBP Pmax as a function of position in
the two dimensional parameter space; (b), the lattice of the PC; (c), schematic
diagram of the superprism structure.
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introduced in section 2.2 concerning this diﬀerence. The optimum AGDBP (Pmax )
is found to be 0.8548 rad when d = 0.9a1 and θ = 88○ . The geometry of the PC is
shown in Fig. 3.1(b) where the two lattice constants are a1 = 330 nm and a2 = 297.181
nm. Figure 3.1(c) shows the schematics of the entire structure including an input
waveguide, a precondition area, the PC area and a scattering trench to vertically
scatter light out of the PC plane. The PC area is composed of 820 × 150 air holes.
The position of the trench is chosen to be where the average beam size of transmitted
light within the working bandwidth is minimized according to simulations. We then
fabricated the designed structure using e-beam lithography.
We employed an end-fire coupling system shown in Fig. 3.2(a) to characterize
the fabricated sample. Light from a Santec TSL-510 tunable laser is coupled into
a piece of tapered SMF-28 fiber with a 2.5 µm spot diameter and a 14 µm working
distance. A manual fiber polarization controller is used to maximize the coupling
eﬃciency into the input waveguide which supports the TE mode. After propagating
through the precondition area and the PC area, light is scattered out of the plane
by the trench and collected by a Xenics Xeva-1.7-640 infrared camera after a 20x
microscope objective. Figure 3.2(b) shows the scattering trench and the PC area
under infrared illumination. We define the x-axis to be along the trench and point
toward the PC area. The laser wavelength is tuned from 1500 nm to 1630 nm with a
1 nm step size. At each step, the camera takes one image to record the x-coordinate
and intensity of the scattered light as shown in Fig. 3.2(c). The small size of the spot
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Figure 3.2: (a), End-fire coupling system; (b), an image of the scattering trench
and part of the PC region under infrared illumination. The x direction is defined
as shown. Scale bar is displayed at the bottom right corner. (c), light scattered
from the trench; (d), spot position along the x axis versus input wavelength.
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confirms that the preconditioned light experienced a negative diﬀraction in the PC
area. Figure 3.2(d) shows the results over a 131 nm wavelength span. The maximum
position shift in x direction is measured to be 21.5 µm between light with 1500 nm
and 1600 nm wavelengths. Considering the geometry parameters of the PC area, the
corresponding angle between the two group velocities is estimated to be 0.82 rad,
while our simulated Pmax has a value of 0.8548 rad. The experimental results show a
good agreement to our design of a flat-band superprism.

3.2

An 8 channel on-chip superprism spectrometer

Encouraged by the findings in the previous section, we replaced the scattering trench
in the design with 8 single mode out-put waveguides to build an 8-channel on-chip
superprism spectrometer as shown in Fig. 3.3(a). The waveguides are labeled as
“WG1” to “WG8” and their positions are determined by FDTD simulations to achieve
a channel spacing of 12 nm. Figure 3.3(b) shows an image of the waveguides under
infrared illumination. Light scattered at the end of the waveguides is collected by
the infrared camera. The frequency responses of all 8 waveguides are plotted in
Fig. 3.3(c). Because of that WG1 and WG8 are located at the edge of the working
bandwidth, they suﬀer from a higher crosstalk. This can be improved by modifying
the precondition distance and the angle of incidence in the design following results
from simulations with much higher resolutions in the algorithms. Alternatively, from
an application point of view, the current device can function as a 6 channel on-chip
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Figure 3.3: (a), Schematic diagram of an 8 channel superprism spectrometer;
(b), image of eight single-mode output waveguides; (c), the spectral flux transmission measured at the end of eight output waveguides.
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Figure 3.4: Spectral flux transmission from 6 channels. The maximum interchannel crosstalk is -4.2 dB induced by channel 3 in channel 5.

spectrometer if the signals from WG2 and WG8 were ignored, as shown in Fig. 3.4.
The inter-channel crosstalk is estimated to be less than -4.2 dB. The working spectral
range is estimated to be from 1510 nm to 1600 nm. Compared to previously reported
4-channel superprism spectrometers [46, 48], the total number of working channels is
50% higher. To better evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of our design, we
also compare our device with several other types of on-chip compact spectrometers
published in literatures. Several FOMs of interest are listed in table 3.1: the spectral
range, the spectral resolution, the number of resolvable channels N and the footprint
√
of the device S. The ratio N / S is also listed and serves as one way to describe the
“spatial eﬃciency” of various designs. Note that for diﬀerent applications, some of
the FOMs can be much more desirable than others. Therefor, one should choose the
appropriate design regarding the specific goals and requirements.
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Design

Spectral range

δλ

N

Footprint, S

√
N/ S
(mm−1 )

Arrayed-waveguide

1530∼1565 nm

68 pm

512

11 mm×16 mm

38.6

1549.625∼

42 pm

18

12 mm2

5.2

1510∼1600 nm

15 nm

6

220 µm × 120 µm

37

805∼840 nm

0.35 nm

100

50 µm × 50 µm

2000

1500∼1525 nm

0.75

33

25 µm × 50 µm

933

grating [67]
Cascaded M-Z
interferometers [68]
Flat-band

1550.375 nm

superprism
(this work)
Nanocavities array*
[69]
Disordered photonic
chip** [70]
Table 3.1: Comparison between several types of on-chip compact spectrometers.
δλ: spectral resolution. N : number of resolvable channels. *: the nanocavities
array requires additional vertical out-coupling setup for far-field emission detection. **: the disordered photonic chip design relies on computational methods
to extract the spectral information from measured signals, thus additional computer hardware and software are necessary.
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4

On-chip spectroscopy with
thermally tuned high-Q PC
cavities

The superprism structures studied in the last two chapters employ the AGD as a
wavelength resolving mechanism. Compared to a traditional prism, it has a very
small foot print. Nonetheless, similar to all other types of dispersive spectrometers,
it has a resolution in wavenumbers (cm−1 ) typically given by 1/L, where L is the
characteristic size of the dispersive region in cm. To overcome this limitation, we
investigate miniature spectrometer designs based on PC nano-cavities introduced in
section 1.4.
One design proposed by Gan et al. [69] is shown schematically in Fig. 4.1(a).
The spectrometer is composed of a bus waveguide coupled to a series of PC nanocavities with diﬀerent resonant wavelengths. Light scattered vertically by each nanocavity is collected and measured to reconstruct the input spectrum injected in the
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Figure 4.1: Operating principle of a PC cavity spectrometer using (a) an array
of sequentially tuned cavities or (b) a single dynamically-tunable cavity.

bus waveguide. The resolution of such a spectrometer is given by the spectral width
of the frequency response of the individual elements, which is typically of the order
of 10GHz. Conversely, the total number of resolvable spectral lines, that is, the
number of resonators that can be used, is limited by their free spectral range, that
is, the separation between adjacent resonant frequencies of the cavity. Note that,
in practice, the total number of resonators is limited by the loss introduced by each
element, e.g., the silicon waveguide, the PC waveguide, etc. The drawback of cascaded
spectrometers is that they require additional optics to couple light into and out of
the resonators, which increases the device size and complicates its operation. It is
also challenging to fabricate a number of cavities with identical Q values precisely
tuned to an array of specific resonant wavelengths. To overcome these diﬃculties,
we propose high-resolution spectroscopy based on a single tunable high-Q silicon PC
cavity that both emits into and is excited from the vertical direction, thus eliminating
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the need for a bus waveguide entirely [Fig. 4.1(b)]. In addition, we demonstrate that
such a cavity can readily be used to discriminate between the absorption spectra of
diﬀerent chemical species. Two gases are considered here, acetylene (12 C2 H2 ) and
hydrogen cyanide (H12 CN). These are commonly used as wavelength references, with
strong absorption lines in the vicinity of 1530 nm. Both gases are used industrially,
but hydrogen cyanide is highly toxic.

4.1

Optimization of an L-3 cavity for high Q
(b)

(a)

(c)

y
Leaky
zone

Ey
x

Q = 4701

x

̟/a

k -̟/a

Figure 4.2: (a) Schematics of an intrinsic L-3 cavity and the electric field profile
(Ey ) of the fundamental resonant mode. The simulated Q factor is 4701. (b)
The E-field distribution along the x-axis; (c) Spatial Fourier transform of the
E-field in (b). Dashed lines show the boundary of the region where ∣k∣ <

2π
λ0

and

λ0 is the wavelength of light in vacuum.

The resolution of a cavity-based spectrometer is directly determined by the Q
factor of the cavity. Intrinsic L-3 cavities typically have a Q value on the order
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of 103 . Figure 4.2(a) shows the lattice structure of an intrinsic L-3 cavity and the
electric field profile (Ey ) of the resonant mode in the x-y plane. The simulated Q
value is 4701. According to the physical meaning of the Q factor, this means that
0.02% of the entire stored energy is lost in each oscillation cycle. Since no material
absorption, fabrication errors or wall roughness is considered in the simulation, outof-plane emission is the principal loss mechanism. The E-field distribution along the
x-axis can be approximated by a product of a sinusoidal function and an envelope
function, as shown in Fig. 4.2(b). The spatial Fourier transform of the sinusoidal
function produces two delta functions at k = ±π/a in the k-space, which are broadened
by convolution with the Fourier transform of the envelope function and result in
the spatial spectrum shown in Fig. 4.2(c). In the region ∣k∣ < 2π/λ0 where “λ0 ” is
the wavelength of light in air, TIR confinement in the z direction fails and light
can escape though emission. Consequently, any abrupt change in the shape of the
envelope function generates high frequency components in its Fourier transform and
causes more light falls into the leaky zone. It has been shown that by engineering the
positions and sizes of the two inner air holes on the x-axis, the edge of the envelope
function can smoothened [54]. Figure 4.3(a) shows the schematics and resonant mode
Ey -field of an L-3 cavity with two inner wholes shifted by 0.15a outward where “a” is
the lattice constant. The simulated Q factor is 38430, which indicates that 0.0026% of
the stored energy is lost in each cycle. In the structure shown in Fig. 4.3(b), the two
air holes are shifted by 0.164a and the radii are reduced to 0.214a. The simulated
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Q factor rises up to a value of 97646, or, 0.001% of the stored energy escapes the
cavity in each cycle. The value of Q is sensitive to the sizes and positions of the two
terminating air holes because they aﬀect the envelope shape of the resonant mode
profile the most.

4.2

Thermal eﬀect on the optical properties of nanocavities

We have fabricated L3 PC cavities optimized for high Q factor. Additionally, the
radii of selected holes surrounding the cavity are slightly increased to modify the
cavity’s far-field emission pattern, and thus facilitate coupling in the out-of-plane
direction. These PC cavities were fabricated on commercial silicon-on-insulator wafers
(SOITEC). The patterns were defined by electron-beam lithography on a positivetone resist (ZEP 520), and transferred to the Si membrane by inductively-coupled
plasma etching. After removal of the remaining resist, the buried oxide layer was
undercut by wet chemical etching. A scanning-electron micrograph of one such cavity
is shown in Fig. 4.4(a). The fabricated cavities are characterized using resonantscattering spectroscopy [71]. In our experimental setup [Fig. 4.4(b)], the cavity axis
is oriented at a 45○ angle with respect to the polarization of the incident light, which
is set by a half-wave plate and a polarizer. A second polarizer, oriented at a 90○
angle with respect to the incident polarization, controls the polarization of light that
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Figure 4.3: (a) Schematics of an L-3 cavity with the inner two air holes moved
outward by an amount of 0.15a. In the Fourier domain, less light falls into
the leaky zone. The simulated Q factor is 38430. (b) The two inner holes are
moved by 0.164a and their radii are reduced to 0.214a. The simulated Q factor
is 97646, more than 20 times higher than the intrinsic L-3 cavity.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Scanning-electron micrograph of an L-3 PC cavity optimized for
vertical out-coupling. The holes are labeled according to their design radii. In
this example, r1 = 89 nm, r2 = 93 nm, r3 = 62 nm. Additionally, the holes labeled
“3” are shifted outwards by 62 nm. (b) Schematic of the setup used to characterize PC cavities via resonant scattering. P1 and P2: crossed polarizers, λ/2:
half-wave plate. Note that the light incident on the PC cavity is x-polarized,
and that only light that is y-polarized is being collected by the detector. (c)
Measured resonance of a typical L-3 PC cavity, displaying a Q of ∼ 6.7 × 103 .
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reaches the detector. As a result of this arrangement, stray light reflected from the
sample surface is suppressed, and only light that has scattered resonantly through
the cavity is collected. The resonantly-scattered intensity can then be fit with a Fano
lineshape, from which we extract the resonant wavelength λ0 and quality factor Q of
the cavity [72]. For a typical cavity, Q is approximately 6.7 × 103 [Fig. 4.4(c)].
To examine the dependence of the resonant wavelength on temperature, a heating
element is attached to the sample mounting block. The temperature is monitored with
a thermocouple and is stabilized using a proportional-integral-derivative feedback
circuit. At each temperature point we record the resonant wavelength λ0 and coupling
eﬃciency η, which is given by the ratio of scattered to incident optical power. A linear
dependence of λ0 on temperature is observed, with a slope of 0.07 nm/○ C (Fig. 4.5),
which is consistent with what one would expect based on the temperature dependence
of the refractive index of silicon [73]. In the present demonstration we limit ourselves
to operating temperatures near room temperature in order to avoid thermal gradients
across the sample holder, which would render the thermometry inaccurate. The useful
tuning range is approximately 1.5 nm for a temperature range of 20 ○ C. The cavity
Q-factor remains constant within 5% over this tuning range. In principle, this range
could be extended by improved thermo-engineering design.
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Figure 4.5: (a), Resonance peaks of the fabricated L-3 cavity at diﬀerent temperatures; (b) Resonant wavelength versus temperature. The linear fit gives an
estimated slope of 0.07 nm/○ C. A tuning range of 1.4 nm is demonstrated. (c)
Q factor at diﬀerent temperatures and (d), coupling eﬃciency η as functions of
temperature.
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4.3

Spectrum diﬀerentiation of acetylene and hydrogen cyanide using a thermally tuned PC
nano-cavity

Once characterized, the cavity can be used to perform spectroscopy with a spectral
resolution of 0.02 nm (or, equivalently, 3 GHz or 0.1 wavenumbers at a wavelength
range near 1550 nm), which is comparable to the resolution of a tabletop spectrometer.
The cavity is illuminated with the absorption spectrum we wish to measure, and the
optical power scattered by the cavity is recorded as the temperature of the chip is
tuned. In our experiment [Fig. 4.6(a)], the spectra are generated by passing laser light
through commercial fiber-coupled gas cells (Wavelength References Inc) that contain
diﬀerent chemical species: a 5.5-cm long cell filled with acetylene to a pressure of
740 Torr, and a 16.5-cm-long cell filled to 150 Torr with hydrogen cyanide. In order
to emulate broad-band illumination we sweep the tunable laser over the wavelength
range 1528.5 – 1530.2 nm, which covers lines P6 – P8 of acetylene and R5 – R7 of
hydrogen cyanide, and integrate the detected signal at each wavelength to obtain the
total scattered optical power O. Figure 4.6(b) shows the spectra measured using the
PC cavity, which are given by the ratio of the scattered optical power to the coupling
eﬃciency O/η. Note that the alternating strength of the absorption lines seen in the
spectrum of acetylene is due to the triple degeneracy of the antisymmetric rotational
levels of this linear symmetric molecule, which is a result of the nuclear moments
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(a)

(b)

from
LASE

Figure 4.6: (a), Schematic of the setup used for spectroscopic measurements.
(b), Measured transmission spectra of the hydrogen cyanide (top) and acetylene
(bottom) gas cells. The transmission of the two gas cells, measured using a
tunable laser, is also shown (solid lines). Note that the spectral resolution is
adequate to discriminate between the two gases.
IH = 1/2 and IC = 0. Hydrogen cyanide, which is linear but not symmetric, does not
display such an intensity alternation.
We see that the resolution of our cavity spectrometer is adequate to resolve neighboring absorption lines of acetylene and hydrogen cyanide. In principle, even better
performance could be achieved by carefully optimizing the design of the PC cavities
to further increase their quality factor. Similar cavities were recently demonstrated
with Q factors exceeding two million [53]. Note, however, that in our current setup,
the spectral resolution is limited not only by the cavity Q, but also by the stability
of the thermal controller.
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It is worth noting that by using a bus waveguide and multiple resonators, one
could in principle perform parallel monitoring to decrease the data acquisition time.
However, to construct a spectrometer of this type, we would need to fabricate a
series of cavities whose resonances are equally spaced and span the target spectral
range. The quality factor and resonant wavelength of PC cavities can be chosen by
appropriately tuning the design parameters, but not with arbitrary precision. Control is ultimately limited by the inherent imperfections of the fabrication process.
Unavoidable imperfections in the resulting structure, such as sidewall roughness and
lithographic inaccuracies, lead to variations in resonant frequency even among nominally identical cavities [74]. These variations become more pronounced for high-Q
cavities, for which the uncertainty in resonant wavelength can be much larger than
their resonance linewidth. As a result, unless these variations are corrected for, fabrication disorder limits the practical resolution of the spectrometer, as one is confined
to using low-Q cavities only. Even though multiple techniques have been demonstrated [75–79], controllable post-fabrication tuning of individual PC cavities remains
a technical challenge.
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5

Coupled-cavity waveguides with
ultra wide-band slow-light

5.1

Enhancement of the spectral sensitivity of a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) by slowlight

In the field of spectroscopy, interferometry has found many applications including
stabilization of laser wavelength, Fourier transform spectroscopy, etc. Enhancedsensitivity interferometers have been an important subject of interest in the photonics
community [59–61]. Figure 5.1(a) shows the schematics of a MZI. Assume the arm
length diﬀerence between the two arms is L, the transmitted power at out-put port
1 takes on the form:
1
ωL
I(ω) = I0 [1 + cos (
)] ,
2
c

(5.1)
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Figure 5.1: (a), Schematics of a MZI with an arm length diﬀerence of L and the
transmittance as a function of frequency; (b), A slow-light material is inserted
in one arm of the MZI. The transmittance profile shows a spectral sensitivity
enhanced by a factor of the group index of the slow-light material.
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where I0 and ω are the intensity and frequency of the input light, respectively. The
spectral sensitivity can be described by:
dI(ω)
I0 L
ωL
=−
sin (
).
dω
2c
c

(5.2)

Equation 5.2 suggests that the spectral sensitivity of a MZ interferometer is proportional to its arm length diﬀerence, which poses a lower limit to the size of the entire
device. However, if the arm length diﬀerence is provided by a piece of slow-light
material with a group index ng as shown in Fig. 5.1(b), the transmitted power is:
1
n(ω)ωL
I(ω) = I0 [1 + cos (
)]
2
c

(5.3)

where n(ω) is the frequency dependent refractive index of the slow-light material.
The spectral sensitivity in this case is
I0 L
ωL
dn(ω)
I0 L
ωL
dI(ω)
=−
sin (
) [n(ω) + ω
] = −ng
sin (
).
dω
2c
c
dω
2c
c

(5.4)

Compared to Eq. 5.2, the spectral sensitivity is enhanced by a factor of ng . This
is also shown in the transmittance versus frequency plot in Fig. 5.1(b) where the
fringe density is 20 times as high as that from an intrinsic MZI. Therefor, slow-light
materials can be used to enhance the spectral sensitivity of interferometers without
increasing the physical size of the device.
The improvement of the spectral sensitivity of interferometers has been demonstrated in bulk optical setups, such as shearing and free-space interferometers, with
highly dispersive crystals and atomic vapors [59–61]. While not achieving the same
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extreme slowdown values as material slow light, slow-light in nanophotonic devices
has many key advantages. Nanophotonic slow-light structures are extremely compact, with low footprint and high mechanical stability, compared to material slowlight systems [80, 81]. We have fabricated slow-light PC waveguides and constructed
a compact fiber MZI with the slow-light waveguide in one arm. The waveguide has
a lattice constant of 416 nm and a hole radius of 124 nm. The silicon slab is 210
nm thick, and the first and second rows are shifted by 46 nm outward and 16 nm
inward, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.2(a). Figure 5.2(b) shows the the schematics
of the fiber based MZI. Light is coupled into and out of the waveguide using grating
couplers etched at the same time as the PC waveguide [82–84]. The intensity of the
output of the slow-light MZ interferometer is measured as a function of wavelength
through use of an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). We use a broadband, amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) source spanning the wavelength range from 1525 nm to
1575 nm. These results are shown in Fig. 5.2(c)-(f). The increase in fringe density
with wavelength is a consequence of the slow light eﬀect produced by the dispersive
properties of the PhC waveguide. Compared to an interferometer without any slowlight material inserted, our proof-of-principle device shows that its sensitivity can be
increased by a factor as large as 20, as shown in Fig. 5.3.
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Figure 5.2: (a), Scanning electron microscope (SEM) photograph of the fabricated PC waveguides with its input channel; (b), Fiber based MZI containing a
PC slow-light waveguide in one of the arms; (c), Interference fringes as a function of wavelength measured by the OSA; (d)-(f), Three diﬀerent 1 nm spans
with significantly diﬀerent fringe spacings.
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Figure 5.3: Experimental measurements and theoretical predictions of the density of interference fringes plotted as a function of wavelength for the slow-light
MZ interferometer of Fig. 5.2(b). The green curve is the simulated fringe density of the MZI when the slow-light waveguide is replaced by free space of the
same length.
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5.2

Design of a wide-band slow-light coupled-cavity
waveguide (CCW)

The slow-light PC waveguide studied in the previous section shows a slow-light region
of roughly 5 nm in spectral bandwidth. However, the group index is not constant
within this region. In an eﬀort to realize wide-band slow-light operations in chip-scale
photonic devices and achieve a near constant spectral sensitivity over the slow-light
bandwidth, we propose a CCW design [85] shown in Fig. 5.4(a). One unit cell of such
a CCW is composed of two L3 cavities separated by 5a in the x-direction and

√

3a in

the propagation direction y, where “a” is the lattice constant of the PC. As discussed
in section 1.4, to achieve a large group index, a high ∆k/∆ω ratio is desirable. By
employing a staggered geometry, the short spatial period in the y-direction results in a
large Brillouin zone in k space. Radii of red and green air holes are modified (∆r1 and
∆r2 respectively) to lower the first- and second-neighbor couplings, resulting a smaller
∆ω. To reduce emission loss, radii and positions of the blue air holes (∆r3 and ∆x
respectively) are modified with respect to the PC bulk air holes to increase the Q of
each L3 cavity. Figure 5.4(b) shows the top view scanning electron microscope image
of one CCW composed of 50 cavities (50-CCW) fabricated in silicon-on-insulator.
The CCWs is coupled to two separate input-output PC waveguides (red arrows in
Fig. 5.4(b)) each of which is butt-coupled to a silicon-strip waveguide for end-fire
coupling.
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Figure 5.4: (a), Schematic diagram of the CCW design. (b), SEM top view
picture of a 50-CCW. Red arrows indicate the input and output of light in the
PC waveguides.
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5.3

Experimental study of CCWs’ slow-light performance

The slow-light characteristics of the CCWs were determined through Fourier transform spectral interferometry [86]. Figure 5.5(a) shows the schematics of the experiment setup. The polarization of light from a tunable laser was controlled by a manual
fiber polarization controller. A 1-to-2 fiber coupler separated the input light into two
arms. One arm (arm A) was composed of a CCW chip and two pieces of tapered
fibers for input/output coupling, while the other arm (arm B) was a single piece of
SMF-28 fiber serving as a reference arm. Light from the two arms was combined by
a 2-to-1 fiber coupler and a power meter was used to record the output intensity as
a function of laser frequency.
We first scanned the laser frequency when no CCW chip was present in arm A
and the tapered fibers were directly coupled to each other by placing the tips close
together. The total fiber length in arm B was approximately 6 cm longer than that
in arm A. This path length diﬀerence lead to a relative phase “φr0 (ω)” between
light in the two arms. The normalized transmitted intensity of the MZI in a small
frequency range from ω1 = 1.2078879 × 1015 rad/s to ω2 = 1.2079653 × 1015 rad/s is
shown in Fig. 5.5(b). Between two adjacent maxima (minima) of the oscillations,
φr0 (ω) changes by an amount of 2π. Consequently, one can calculate φr0 (ω) from
the intensity profile I(ω). Figure 5.5(c) shows the phase shift φr0 (ω) − φr0 (ω1 ) inside
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the same frequency range. Without changing the length of arm B, the tapered fibers
in arm A were moved apart and a CCW chip was inserted in between. The laser
frequency was tuned and the interference pattern was recorded to find the relative
phase φr (ω). The diﬀerence between the relative phases φr0 (ω) and φr (ω) was caused
by adding the CCW chip to the MZI. We assume that the integrated input/output
waveguides on the CCW chip have an eﬀective index of nwg (ω) and a total length of
Lwg , and the CCW has an eﬀective index of nccw (ω) and a length of Lccw , the CCW
chip contributes a phase shift of φchip (ω) = ωnccw (ω)Lccw /c + ωnwg (ω)Lwg /c to arm
A, where “c” is the speed of light in vacuum. It follows that
ωnccw (ω)Lccw /c = φchip (ω) − ωnwg (ω)Lwg /c
= φr (ω) − φr0 (ω) − ωnwg (ω)Lwg /c.

(5.5)

Take derivative with respect to ω on both sides, equation 5.5 becomes:
ngccw (ω)Lccw /c = d[φr (ω) − φr0 (ω)]/dω − ngwg (ω)Lwg /c,

(5.6)

where ngccw (ω) = nccw (ω)+ωdnccw (ω)/dω is the group index of the CCW and ngwg (ω) =
nwg (ω) + ωdnwg (ω)/dω the group index of the on-chip waveguides. φr (ω) and φr0 (ω)
can be measured experimentally and the length of both the CCW and on-chip waveguides are known design parameters. By measuring CCWs of two diﬀerent lengths
with identical on-chip coupling waveguide designs, the term ngwg (ω)Lwg /c can be
calibrated and the group index of the CCW can be calculated as:
ngccw (ω) =

c
Lccw

d[φr (ω) − φr0 (ω)]/dω − ngwg (ω)

Lwg
Lccw

(5.7)
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Figure 5.5: (a), Schematics of the experiment setup. (b), Normalized transmitted intensity as a function of laser frequency. (c), Relative phase change
calculated from (b).
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from (a). (c),(d), Transmission profiles of the CCWs. (e),(f), Group indices of
the CCWs as a function of wavelength calculated from equation 5.7. The noise
is mainly due to laser sweeping wavelength error.
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The measured interference patterns of a CCW composed of 400 cavities (400CCW) and a CCW of 800 cavities (800-CCW) are shown in Fig. 5.6(a). In comparison, the curve in Fig. 5.5(b) is also plotted in the same frequency range. Figure 5.6(b)
shows the relative phase change calculated from (a). By blocking the reference arm
(arm B), we also measured the transmission characteristics of the CCWs as shown in
Fig. 5.6(c) and (d). The group indices of the CCWs calculated from equation 5.7 are
shown in Fig. 5.6(e) and (f). Both of the CCWs have a group index around 40 over
a 18 nm wide wavelength range. As predicted by Ref. [85], our results show that the
designed CCWs have achieved wide-band slow-light operations. It is worth noting
that in our experiment, the wavelength sweeping of the external cavity tunable laser
was not strictly linear and precise at all wavelengths, due to equipment imperfections.
The osculating noise in the calculated group indices was caused by this equipment
error and can be reduced by using a high precision laser.
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6

Conclusions and future works

In this thesis, I have reviewed my study on several PC structures for miniature spectrometer designs. Chapter 1 introduced background information of the superprism
eﬀect, L-3 PC nano-cavities and CCWs. In chapter 2 and 3, theoretical and experimental studies of a flat-band superprism structure were discussed. Our findings
confirmed that PC superprism structures can be optimized to better function as a
spectrometer. Further optimization can be made by testing the eﬀect of elliptical air
holes and their orientations with respect to the basis vectors.
As mentioned in section 3.2, when designing a commercial spectrometer product
using our optimization method, one can perform the simulations with much higher
resolutions in 3-D space and in the parameter space to find superior designs. Nonetheless, the total number of working channels shown in our result exceeded the previously
reported record by 50% [46, 48].
Multiple superprism structures with diﬀerence preconditioning distances were fab-
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ricated when we conducted the experiment described in section 3.2. Several samples
with promising lattice geometry designs suﬀered from broken output waveguides that
did not survive the under etching process. This can be fixed by repeating the fabrication with a diﬀerent concentration of HF and immersion time for under etching.
As a proof of concept, we used an infrared camera to collect the scattered light. A
drawback of this configuration is that the in-plane scattered light from the end of one
waveguide can be scattered out of the plane by the end of a neighboring waveguide.
This increased the crosstalk level in our result. The measured power was also aﬀected
by the pixel size and dynamic range of the camera. In future experiments, the length
of the output waveguide can be increased to enable end fire coupling for transmitted
signal. This can increase the accuracy of the experiment and lower the crosstalk.
With these improvements, we expect even more working channels can be achieved
based on our design.
In addition, coupling eﬃciency of light from the preconditioning area into the PC
region can be increased by engineering the shape of the interface air holes [87], as
shown in Fig. 6.1(a), or adiabatic transition of the air hole radii at the PC edge [88,89],
as shown in Fig. 6.1(b).
Chapter 4 demonstrated a spectrometer design based on thermally tuned single
L-3 PC cavity with a high Q value. In our experiment, the L-3 cavity is fabricated
on a 1 cm-by-1 cm SOI chip. In the thermal tuning process, the entire chip is placed
on a heater. In real applications, the size of the device can be reduced by directly
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1: (a), Specially engineered interface hole shape for high eﬃciency
coupling. (b), Adiabatic transition of hole radii near the edge of the PC area.

depositing on-chip metal heaters near the cavity. The resolution of such a spectrometer can be further improved by increasing the Q factor of the cavity used through
carefully engineering the radii and positions of the inner air holes.
Chapter 5 reported our study on slow-light interferometry. Specifically, we have
demonstrated a wide-band slow-light CCW on a SOI platform. The next recommended eﬀort may focus on introducing a tuning mechanism for the magnitude of
the slow-light eﬀect in the CCWs for developing an integrated version of the slow-light
Fourier transform interferometer reported by Ref. [60].
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